
Sports Core

WELLNESS WORKSHOPS

Sports Core can create custom presentations   

to best meet your needs.  Select from the

below topics, and trained staff can provide

Lunch & Learns or elaborate on topics by

adding physical components depending on 

 the time span available to them.  

DESK PILATES

Do you find yourself slouched over your desk, straining your back and tensing

your neck with your shoulders scrunched up to your ears?  Desk Pilates brings

the benefits of a mini recess to your day - increasing variety of movement,

improving posture and emphasizing strength and flexibility in those over

stressed areas. During this session you will experience a sequence of exercises

that can be performed in its entirety with a focus on a few mind-body

movements you can use throughout the day. The best part is this can all be

done at your work station without changing into workout attire. 

 

FLEXIBILITY AND STRENGTH IN THE WORKPLACE

Basic exercises done with the get fit bag of tricks along with stretches to be

done at your work station.  

"WORKOUT SMARTER NOT HARDER"

Make your workout "work" for you. The reality is that not everything needs to

be high intensity to be good for you. Sometimes the best exercise is at a slow

and steady pace.

SMART GOALS & OVERCOMING BARRIERS

S.M.A.R.T is an acronym for the 5 steps of specific, measurable, achievable,

relevant and time-based goals. It's a simple tool used in making changes,

personally or work related. This easy method of goal-setting helps you create

an actionable plan for results.   



HEALTHY BACK

The Healthy Back program involves a series of exercises to optimize back

strength, stability and range of movement to improve posture and alignment

while reducing tension and discomfort. This is not a replacement for medical

advice/treatment or physical therapy, but an approach to improve the

awareness of the origins of back pain as well as the strength and flexibility of

the participant.  

 

BODY ROLLING

A fitness technique that introduces the use of a foam roller and small inflatable

balls to create core strength, flexibility and realignment. Body Rolling helps

relieve many muscular discomforts and tension. 

CREATING A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE

You have probably heard it's all about balance in life, but what does that

mean?  What is healthy, and how can I ever achieve it in this fast paced,

demanding world? We will give you some simple rules to follow when trying to

make decisions that can influence your health and your families.  

REDUCING INJURIES AND SICK DAYS IN THE WORKPLACE

Based on types of common workplace injuries, we will develop a presentation

around correcting movement patterns as well as strengthening and adding

flexibility to your employees' daily activities to improve physical conditioning.  

STRETCH OUT WITH STRAPS   

Working with this strap delivers the benefits of assisted stretching without a

partner. Multiple loops permit deep, gradual stretching of major muscle groups

with greater safety, control and effectiveness than is possible when unaided.

HAPPY FEET

Did you know that so many of our physical ailments develop and are worsened

by improper function of the foot and ankle? Through exercises and

visualizations, we will incorporate the Franklin balls to relax tired overused

muscles while strengthening and adding flexibility to the overused,

underappreciated feet and ankles.  


